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RSD Series - Clever Comfort System for Residential Applications

• The RSD Clever Comfort system for residential applications learns your schedule, and 
keeps it up to date. No programming involved. On your way out the door, you simply press  
the Set button on the Keypad to put the system into economy. The RSD system learns 
when you normally return home, and automatically returns to the comfort setting by the 
time you return.

• The minimum system includes an RSD thermostat, an RSD Keypad, and the RSD 
Administrator. The RSDHW-Kit includes the RSDHW thermostat, the RSD Keypad, and 
the RSD Administrator. The RSDRF Kit, includes the RSDRF Thermostat with pre-linked 
RFR5 Relay, the RSD Keypad and RSD Administrator. Additional Keypads, Thermostats, 
and options devices may be added to either system. A total of 10 RSD devices may be 
linked to a single Administrator.

Features

RSDHW Starter Kit - Catalog# 05347102:
Everything needed for a single zone system is included in this starter package. The RSDHW thermostat is connected to your 24VAC HVAC 
system. The RSDK Keypad is battery operated and is mounted near the door. The RSDA Administrator is plugged into a standard 120VAC 
outlet. Additional Keypads, RSD Thermostats, and optional devices may be added to the system. Kit includes pre-linked RSDHW thermostat, 
RSDK keypad, and RSDA administrator.

RSDRF Starter Kit - Catalog# 05347202:
Everything needed for a single zone system is included in this starter package. The wireless RSDRF thermostat is connected to your 24VAC 
HVAC system using the RFR5 Relay. The RSDK Keypad is battery operated and is mounted near the door. The RSDA Administrator is 
plugged into a standard 120VAC outlet. Additional Keypads, RSD Thermostats, and optional devices may be added to the system. Kit includes 
pre-linked RSDRF thermostat, RFR5 relay, RSDK keypad, and RSDA administrator.

RSDRFK5002 - Wireless Thermostat Kit: Catalog# 05347302:
The RFR5002 relay is connected to the HVAC system. The RSDRF thermostat can be located in a convenient without having to run additional 
wires. The RSDRFK5002 includes the RSDRF thermostat and compatible RFR5002 relay in a pre-linked kit.

RSDA1001 - RSD Administrator: Catalog# 05237802:
The RSDA1001 Administrator is included in both starter kits. Only one Administrator may be used for each RSD system. This item should be 
bought for replacement only.

RSDK1001 - RSD Keypad Catalog# 05237902:
The RSDK1001 Keypad is where you set your economy periods. Normally mounted next to the main door used to enter and exit the house. 
Additional Keypad may be added to your RSD system.

RSDHW1001

RSDHW1001 - Hardwired Thermostat: Catalog# 05237602:
The RSDHW thermostats are wired directly to the HVAC system. The RSDHW1001 model is compatible with 26 types of 24VAC systems. 
Simply choose your system on setup, apply the corresponding terminal strip label and wire as you would any other thermostat.
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MFG CATALOG 
NUMBER

MFG MODEL
NUMBER DESCRIPTION VOLTAGE CONNECTIONS

05347102 RSDHW-Kit Hardwire thermostat starter kit Varies by component System connections

05347202 RSDRF-Kit Wireless thermostat starter kit Varies by component System connections

05237602 RSDHW1001 RSD wired thermostat (2) AA Batteries or 24VAC Varies by system

05347302 RSDRFK5002 RSD wireless thermostat kit (2) AA Batteries & 24VAC Varies by system

05237802 RSDA1001 RSD administrator 120VAC Wireless

05237902 RSDK1001 RSD keypad (2) AA Batteries Wireless
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RSD Series - Clever Comfort System for Residential Applications

• The RSD Clever Comfort system for residential applications has been designed for expansion. The starter kits on the previous page include 
the minimal components. Up to 8 additional devices may be added to the starter system. These include additional RSD Thermostats, and 
RSD Keypads (shown on previous page). Optional devices include the RSDMS1001 Wireless Motion Sensor and the RSDWH1001 Water 
Heater Control.

• Also available are replacement components. These include the RSDA1001 Administrator, The RSDRF1001 Thermostat, the RFR5002 
Wireless relay (for use with either the RSDRF thermostat or the SDRF thermostat), and the SDRMT001 wired remote temperature and 
motion control (wired to either the SD or RSD thermostats).

Optional Control Features

RSDMS1001 - RSD Wireless Remote Motion Sensor: Catalog# 05347402:
The RSDMS1001 wireless remote motion sensor is used wherever people may enter the house other than the main entrance where the Keypad 
is located. This may include a back door, garage door, etc… Whenever motion is detected at the location, it wirelessly transmits to the system 
that there is someone home, and if not already in the comfort mode it will switch to comfort.

RSDWH1001 - RSD Water Heater Control: Catalog# 05347502:
The RSDWH1001 control is wired to your gas or electric water heater to turn it off whenever the system is in the economy mode, and auto-
matically turns on 1/2 hour before the system is scheduled to return to comfort. If used with a gas water heater, an additional 24VAC trans-
former may be required to power the RSDWH1001. If used with an electric water heater, it must be installed with a separate transformer, and 
contactor. Note: The RSDWH-240Kit includes a transformer and contractor for use on 208 & 240VAC systems with loads up to 50AMPS.

RSDRF1001 - Wireless Thermostat: Catalog# 05237702:
The SDRF thermostats are wirelessly connected to the HVAC system with use of a TPI compatible RF relay such as the RFR5002 relay below.

RFR5002 - Wireless Relay: Catalog# 05346702:
The RFR5002 is the low voltage wireless RF relay to be used with the RSDRF thermostat.

SDRMT001 - Remote Motion and Temperature Sensors: Catalog# 05346802:
The SDRMT001 incorporates both the motion and temperature sensors for the SD and RSD series of thermostats. The sensors can be remoted 
up to 25’ using 5 conductor shielded wire. Either of the sensors may be used individually without connecting the other.

RSDWH-240Kit - RSD Water Heater Control for 240VAC Water Heaters: Catalog# 05347602:
The RSDWH-240Kit includes a 208/240VAC transformer and 50 Amp DPST contactor to turn off an electric water heater whenever the system 
is in the economy mode, and automatically turns on 1⁄2 hour before the system is scheduled to return to comfort.

SDA1001 - SD Administrator: Catalog# 05347702:
The SDA1001 Administrator allows for the residential products to be used for commercial applications. Just like the SD thermostats, if no 
movement is detected in an hour, it will setback the entire system. Incorporates smart recovery.

RSDWH-240KitRSDWH1001 SDA1001

MFG CATALOG 
NUMBER

MFG MODEL 
NUMBER DESCRIPTION VOLTAGE CONNECTIONS

05347402 RSDMS1001 Wireless motion sensor (2) AA Batteries Wireless

05347502 RSDWH1001 Water heater control 24VAC 4-wire

05347602 RSDWH-240Kit Electric water heater control 240VAC 4-wire

05237702 RSDRF1001 RSD wirelesss thermostat (2) AA Batteries Wireless

05346702 RFR5002 SD wireless relay 24VAC Varies by system

05346802 SDRMT001 Wired remote sensors Powered from thermostat Connects to thermostat

05347702 SDA1001 Commercial administrator 120VAC Wireless to system


